Technical Characteristics

- Made of high carbon steel.
- Skip and hook type teeth, ground and precision set.
- Induction hardened teeth to 62HRC hardness.
- Back hardness of 45HRC.

Product Benefits

- Ground teeth assure faster precise cuts.
- Withstand greater cutting pressure.
- Increased resistance to fatigue.
- Sharper teeth for longer use.
- Teeth can be reground, resharpened and reset.

Ground & Set Teeth

Induction Hardened Teeth, 62 HRC

Back Hardened to 45 HRC

CUT ANY TYPE OF WOOD - IDEAL FOR CONTOUR CUTTING

Gauteng: info@firstcut.co.za, Tel: 011 614 1112
Cape Town: info-ct@firstcut.co.za, Tel: 021 531 3126
Durban: info-dbn@firstcut.co.za, Tel: 031 700 8128
Port Elizabeth: info-pe@firstcut.co.za, Tel: 041 453 3826
Nelspruit: info-ns@firstcut.co.za, Tel: 013 752 3561

TOTAL CUTTING SOLUTIONS